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Abstract. Recently, in the field of high voltage equipment, polymer nanocomposites have received 
increasing attentions, due to their excellent electrical properties, such as high breakdown strength 
and high resistance to partial discharges, and their good mechanical and thermal properties, such as 
high mechanical strength and high heat durability and so on. In this article, the main preparation 
methods of polymer nanocomposites, including of blending method, intercalation compound 
method, in-situ polymerization method and sol-gel method, are reviewed, and the merits and faults 
of different methods are discussed. 

Introduction 

At present, polymers have used widely in electrical fields due to their excellent properties, such as 
high dielectric permittivity, low density and low cost and so on [1-2]. However, with the rapid 
development of high voltage equipment, more and more problems of traditional polymers used in 
this field have been exposed, such as the low dielectric strength and insulation aging and so on. 

Recently, polymer nanocomposites have received increasing attentions in the field of high 
voltage equipment, due to their excellent electrical properties, such as high breakdown strength and 
high resistance to partial discharge, and their good mechanical and thermal properties, such as high 
mechanical strength and high heat durability and so on. A large number of works have confirmed 
that the inorganic nanoparticles filled in polymers can improve significantly their electrical 
insulation properties, for example the resistivity of polymer materials is increased and the dielectric 
of polymer materials loss is reduced [3-5]. Tanaka et al. [6] prepared Cross-linked Polyethylene 
nanocomposites and reported the evidence of its enhanced dielectric properties. Shah et al. [7] 
studied the preparation process and dielectric strength of HDPE clay nanocomposites, and found 
that the dielectric strength was improved by the nanocomposites. Tanaka et al. [8] investigated the 
properties of epoxy/SiC and found, with the increase of nano-filler, the erosion depth of epoxy/SiC 
decreased. 

In this present work, the preparation methods of polymer nanocomposites are reviewed, the 
corresponding flowcharts of preparation process are presented, and the merits and defects of 
different processes are discussed. 

Blending Method 

Blending method is the most direct and simple one for producing polymer nanocomposites, which 
is achieved by fully mixing of nanoparticles and polymer matrix [9,10]. This kind of method can be 
divided into two ways, solution blending and emulsion blending. The difference between them lies 
mainly in that the solution used in the production is different. Fig.1 shows the general process to 
prepare polymer nanocomposites by blending method. Firstly, to decrease the gravitational potential 
energy, the nanoparticles are surface treated by chemical or physical method, for example surfactant 
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treatment. Then the treated nanoparticles, polymer matrix and a certain amount of medium 
materials (for example water) are put into a container and fully mixed. The obtained mixture is 
stood for a period of time. The end, the stood mixture is filtered to obtain the final products. 

 

Fig.1 Flow chart of blending method                       Fig.2 SEM images of Cu/PEO composite [12] 

In recent years, many researches have prepared polymer nanocomposites by this process and 
studied their related properties. Zhou et al. [11] investigated EPEI/HSi-TiO2-hybridized resins and 
found that this kind of materials could provide outstanding corona resistance, high breakdown 
strength and remarkably decreased partial discharge. Azizurrahaman et al. [12] prepared 
Cu/polyethylene oxide composite (Cu/PEO) by mechanical blending method. The SEM 
microphotographs of the Cu/PEO composites with different filler ratio are show in Fig.2. Form 
Fig .2(c)-(d), it can be seen that the Cu particles are well dispersed into the PEO matrix, which can 
produce a big change into the interfacial polarization leading to the higher dielectric properties. 

The advantages of blending method lie in that it is easy to operate and realize industrialization. In 
addition, the shape and size of the filled nanoparticles can be selected and controlled easily. 
However, there are still many problems on the use of blending method in preparing polymer 
nanocomposites, such as the physical and mechanical methods are usually used to disperse the 
nanoparticles, however the great interface free energy of nanoparticles makes them easy to 
agglomerate. 

Intercalation compound method 

At present, intercalation compound is the primary method for producing polymer nanocomposites, 
which is achieved by inserting macromolecules, such as organic molecules, polyethylene epoxy and 
polyvinyl alcohol into the space between layers of inorganics with a layer structure on a nanoscale 
and treated by intercalating agent though ion-changed reaction [13,14]. The nanocomposites 
prepared by this kind of method have a distinctive structure feature, namely, the alternative organic 
layer and inorganic layer. In the inorganic matrix, the inserting approaches of organics includes: 
monomers intercalation and in-situ polymerization, solution intercalation, and melts intercalation. 
The process of preparing polymer nanocomposites by intercalation compound method is shown in 
Fig.3. First, polymers or monomers are inserted into the space between layers of inorganics. Then, 
under the thermal effects, the layer structures are destroyed by in-situ polymerizing of monomers 
intercalated in the crystal layers, intercalating polymer solution into tunnels between layers, or 
direct intercalating polymer melts into the space between layers, which makes the distance between 
layers increase and even dissociate. So, the polymer nanocomposites with the nanoscale dispersion 
of inorganic fillers in the polymer matrix are prepared finally. 
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Fig.3 Flow chart of intercalation method                             Fig.4 SEM images of GOC16Ti/S [16] 

The inorganics used in intercalation compound method are some special compounds with layer 
structure, for example montmorillonite. MPS3 (M represent bivalent metals, such as Mn, Cd, Zn and 
Fe and so on) is a good choice for the intercalation compound in the space of layers as flaky 
compounds [14]. Mallakpour et al [15] prepared PEI/OMMT nanocomposites by solution 
intercalation method, and they found the thermal property of materials strongly related to the 
dispersion of nanoclay in the polymer matrix. Chu et al. [16] investigated Synthesis of nanoporous 
graphite-derived carbon/TiO2-SiO2 composites, and the SEM images of the composites prepared by 
intercalation compound method as shown in Fig.4. 

Compositing to the matrixes, not only the mechanical properties of materials prepared by this 
method are increased significantly, but the composite materials have many especial performance, 
such as thermal stability, magnetism, electricity and nonlinear optics and so on [17]. But, there are 
still some limitations in the application of this method, such as melt intercalation method, the 
nanoparticles are still difficult to be dispersed uniformly. In addition, in this method, inorganics, for 
example organoclay, and high polymers must be able to be dissolved in same solvent, however, it is 
difficult for a lot of high polymers [14]. 

In-situ dispersion polymerization method 

In-situ dispersion polymerization is the most representative preparation method for polymer 
nanocomposites [18,19]. The process of preparing polymer nanocomposites by this kind of method 
is shown Fig.5. First, nanoparticles are surface treated by coupling agent. Then, the treated 
nanoparticles are dispersed uniformly into polymer monomer solution by means of mechanical 
blending or ultrasonic dispersion and so on. Thirdly, the polymerizations of monomer are caused in 
the nanoparticle surfaces, to thereby form polymer nanocomposite. 

In recent years, many researches have prepared nanocomposites materials by this method. Ren et 
al. [20] prepared Fe/ER nanocomposites and investigated the dielectric properties, and the results 
found that the materials had excellent comprehensive properties. Xie et al. [21] prepared 
polypyrrole/nano SiO2 composite and investigated the properties of electromagnetic absorption. The 
results showed that SiO2 nanoparticles dispersed uniformly in the materials, as shown in Fig.6. In 
addition, the advantages of this method lies in the conditions is mild, the nanoparticles are dispersed 
uniformly, and the properties of nanoparticles is remained. 

In-situ dispersion polymerization method has a broader and milder reaction conditions. The 
environment of polymerization can be aqueous or oil phase, the monomers can carry out radical 
polymerization or polycondensation reaction, especially, there is no need for additional thermal 
process. Moreover, the polymer monomers have smaller molecules, lower viscosity and have been 
surface modification. So, in the matrix materials, the nanoparticles are dispersed easily and the 
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nano-properties is still intact. Due to not need heat treatment, the resulting degradation is avoided. 
Therefore, the uniformity of system and the stable basic properties are retained. This preparation 
method can be applied to most of polymer matrix organic-inorganic nanoparticles. However, the 
method is still limit in the practical application due to it only applies to colloidal particles including 
metals, sulfides and hydroxides which can makes the monomers in-situ polymerize in the solution 
to prepare the needed nanocomposites. 

 

Fig.5 Flow chart of In-situ dispersion polymerization      Fig.6 (a, b) TEM images of 3D-PPy/20% SiO2[21] 

Sol-gel method 

Sol-gel is an important method for producing polymer nanocomposites. The organic-inorganic 
nanocomposites prepared by sol-gel method began in 1980s. It is well known, the sol-gel reaction is 
a method to prepare inorganics, such as the precursors of glasses or ceramics, at relatively low 
temperatures. The reaction is generally divided into two steps: hydrolysis of metal alkoxides to 
produce hydroxyl groups, followed by polycondensation of the hydroxyl groups and residual 
alkoxyl groups to form a three-dimensional network [22]. The general process can be represented in 
Fig 7. The sol-gel process generally starts with alcoholic or other low molecular weight organic 
solutions of monomeric, metal or semimetal alkoxide precursors. Generally, both the hydrolysis and 
condensation reactions occur simultaneously once the hydrolysis reaction has been initiated to 
generate low molecular weight byproducts such as alcohol and water. The general process as 
following: First, the precursors such as siloxane and the polymer are dissolved in water or organic 
solvent to form a homogeneous solution. Second, Hydrolysis and condensation of precursors occur 
to form sol. Finally, the composite materials can be prepared by volatile solvents or drying process 
to prepare gel with network structure [23,24].  

In the past years, amount of researches have been carried out on the preparation of 
nanocomposites materials. Kuan et al. [25] prepared PMMA/VTES-g-EG composites by this 
method and studied its thermal stability. Ma et al. [26] investigated the preparation of PI/SiO2, the 
SEM images of PI/SiO2 composite particles by this method are shown in Fig. 8.  

The advantages of this method lie in that high purity and uniformity, low sintering temperature, 
reaction easily controlled and good forming and so on. However, there are still some limitations in 
the process of actual application, such as most of precursors are expensive and toxic. It is difficult 
to prepare crystalline composites including polymers and inorganic oxide nanoparticles due to 
polymers are unaffordable general the high temperature, which is the necessary condition to make 
inorganic nanoparticles form crystal structure, and the process of sol-gel usually needs a few days 
or weeks. Especially, the contractionary brittle fracture due to the volatile of solvents, small 
molecules and water is the biggest question for this method. 
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Fig.7 Flow chart of sol-gel method           Fig.8 (a, b) SEM images of PI/SiO2 composite particles.[26] 

Prospect 

At present, the main ways for preparing polymer nanocomposites include the above mentioned four 
methods. There are different characteristics and application range for each method respectively. 
Besides various electrical properties, polymer nanocomposites have been extensively investigated 
on the high voltage insulation application. The results have shown the promising of this kind of 
materials in insulation perspectives field [27,28]. In addition, the application of high density 
polyethylene nanocomposites in electrical insulation perspectives has been investigated deeply, and 
is found that it has excellent dielectric strength, volume resistivity and surface resistivity [7]. As an 
important material of the main insulation in high voltage equipment, epoxy nanocomposites have 
good space charge behavior, PD resistance and dielectric strength [29,30]. All of these have 
confirmed polymer nanocomposites have great potential application in high voltage industry field. 
Furthermore, it is still the focus of the study to improve these preparation methods, to discover new 
synthetic methods, and to prepare more homogeneous dispersion nanocomposites [27]. With the 
deepening of the research, people will be able to design and produce more excellent 
nanocomposites materials according to the actual needs.  

Summary 

This paper provides a review about the main four methods for preparing nanocomposites. The 
blending method is the most direct way for preparing polymer nanocomposites. However, 
nanoparticles are volatile, which need to disperse by the chemical action of fluid mechanics and 
surface physics. The intercalation method has excellent thermal stability and low cost, but it is 
limiting in some section, such as the filling materials in the monomer intercalation method 
generally have typical layered structure. The reaction condition of the in-situ dispersion 
polymerization method is mild and the nanoparticles dispersed uniformly, however this method is 
merely applicable for colloidal particles including metals. The reaction conditions of the sol-gel 
method are mild and controllable, but the precursors are expensive and toxic, and the production 
cycle is too long. This paper can provide beneficial references for the research and application of 
polymer nanocomposites in high voltage equipment. 
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